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"I know I am handsome, but you look at me like this, I feel embarrassed."

Lu Yuan smiled.

Si Tingxue glared at Lu Yuan slightly: "...narcissism."

Lu Yuan was a little dissatisfied: "Aren't I handsome enough? You speak with your conscience!"

Si Tingxue glanced at Lu Yuan's face, then looked away and said nothing.

Rebecca was a little shocked and said:

"A Yuan! You are so strong! I feel that your strength should be stronger than that of Su Xu."

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Is it strong? This is the result of my own hard work."

Rebecca thought about the practice scene in Si Tingyu's underground martial arts training hall,
nodded slightly, and agreed:

"A Yuan really worked hard."

"Pick up what they dropped first."

Lu Yuan said.

At this moment, the corpses of the three kobold geniuses have turned into white light and dissipated,
leaving behind something on the ground.

The three picked them up and looked at them. They were all spirit crystals and fierce beast materials,
as well as a few Tier 3 genetic weapons, all of which were elite-level and boss-level.

If it is Tier 1, the elite-level weapons are considered good, but at the third-tier, the elite-level
weapons are very general.

Tier 3 fierce beasts are basically elite level.
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The boss-level is just like that, it's not a good thing.

In general, they are all pretty ordinary things, and if they are used to sell spirit crystals, they will
probably sell tens of thousands of third-order spirit crystals.

Lu Yuan can also understand.

After all, this is just a gain this time.

Of course, they may not have many good things themselves.

Not everyone, like Lu Yuan, owns an entire mechanical world without lack of resources at all.

You know, Lu Yuan only collected one-tenth of the central floating city core area, and all the
treasures added up, there are more than one billion Tier 5 spirit crystals.

Can be compared with the Emperor of War.

If the resources of the entire El Mechanical Ruins were fully converted, Lu Yuan's wealth would not
be less than that of a war emperor, or even more than a little bit.

If you are not a child of a big family, you will have to work hard to earn resources if you burn genes
above the lord level.

If Lu Yuan hadn't controlled the entire mechanical ruins, he would be very short of resources now.

It is even more lacking than ordinary geniuses of the same level, because he wants to evolve genes
and needs more spirit crystals.

It can only be said that he is lucky.

Hmm...it can't be said to be luck. Without the Evolution Cube, Lu Yuan can't control the
mechanical ruins. The Evolution Cube is the only thing he has.

After finishing packing things, Rebecca looked at the twisted space door, somewhat eager to try:

"Is there a dimensional space in there? Let's go in and take a look?"

Si Tingxue looked at Lu Yuan, "What do you think?"

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Since it's here, of course you have to go in and take a look. Maybe you
have something to gain."

"Um."



Si Tingxue nodded.

Lu Yuan opened the mouth and said, "I'll go in first. I have a strong defense."

Si Tingxue and Rebecca have no objection. Both of them are elemental. Compared to Lu Yuan,
their small bodies are too brittle.

Lu Yuan revolves the white jade spirit body, and adds the steel body, stepping into the dimensional
space.

He owns the space gene, so he can naturally feel the peculiar fluctuations of space.

This dimensional space seems to have been developed by people and then fixed in this way.

It is a bit similar to Aier's mechanical relics, which is a way of using space power.

His eyesight changed, and Lu Yuan appeared on a square.

In front of the square is a fairly intact building. It is a peculiar building made of white rocks. The
architectural style is somewhat different from that of the Red Maple Empire.

Behind Lu Yuan, the Dimension Gate fluctuated, and Si Tingxue and Rebecca walked in.

When the two saw this peculiar building, they also showed a curious look.

"...It looks like it's a dimensional space that hasn't been discovered before?"

Rebecca was a little surprised: "Are we so lucky?"

Si Tingxue faintly said:

"It's not that our luck was good, but the Kamans were lucky, but unfortunately they didn't have the
strength to hold this luck."

Lu Yuan smiled: "Don't worry about who is lucky, let's go in and look for it, maybe there is some
treasure."

"Um."

The three of them walked along the square towards the gate.

After entering the gate, there is a huge hall.

On both sides of the main hall are supported by more than ten stone pillars surrounded by more than
ten people, and a corpse in the deepest part sits on a delicate metal seat.



The corpse had two horns on its head, and its skeleton was white jade.

The flesh and blood had decayed for a long time, but the bones had already exuded a palpitating
breath, and there was no sign of decay in time.

In fact, it has been a long, long time since the emperor of the war can live.

Even if it is death, it takes a long time for the physical body to decay, and it naturally takes longer
for the bones to decay.

Obviously this human being was a big brother before his death.

The three of Lu Yuan looked at each other, and Rebecca looked at the human being and said:

"This should be the resting place of this senior of the same race, should we worship it?"

Si Tingxue nodded gently: "It should be."

Lu Yuan also smiled: "Since we are here, we must respect the dead."

The three of them worshipped the corpse of the boss, and then entered through the door on the side
to find the treasure.

There are several rooms outside the main hall.

The three of Lu Yuan checked one room and found that most of the rooms were empty and there
was a lot of dust on the ground.

Soon, they came to the deepest room.

The deepest part is an alchemy room.

There is a huge pill furnace in the center, and rows of wooden shelves on both sides. On the shelves
are some pill bottles and some treasures of heaven and earth.

However, those heavenly materials and earth treasures have lost their aura at this moment, after all,
after a long time, I don't know if there is still a good pill in the pill bottle.

Seeing this alchemy room, Si Tingxue's eyes flashed and she said softly:

"This is the alchemy room. I have seen in a book that in addition to making genetic potions, there is
also alchemy. However, it is said that alchemy is more difficult than making genetic potions. The
race would choose this method, but I didn't expect it to be here. There should be a pill on this
wooden frame. Maybe there is something suitable for us. Look for it."



Hearing this, Rebecca's eyes lit up, revealing an expression of excitement.

Lu Yuan also looked at the pill bottle with some curiosity.

The three of them took a bottle of pill.

They don't need to open the pill. When they pick up the pill, the message of the place of origin will
come out.

Disuse the pill, discard the pill, discard the pill...

What Lu Yuan picked up were all waste pills, which were obviously useless.

At this moment, Rebecca exclaimed:

"Yeah! Come and see! My bottle of pill is useful!"

Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue looked over and found that Rebecca was holding a white porcelain bottle
in her hand, and her faces were full of surprise smiles.

Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue walked over.

Si Tingxue took Rebecca's porcelain bottle, and then her eyes widened slightly, and a touch of
surprise appeared in her eyes.

Lu Yuan looked at Si Tingxue with some curiosity, so that Si Tingxue could show such obvious joy.
It seemed that this pill was unusual?

Si Tingxue handed the porcelain bottle to Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan took the porcelain vase, and the information about the place of origin entered Lu Yuan's
mind.

Tian Ling Pill (Emperor Level Pill): After taking it, it can permanently increase the affinity with
spiritual power, increase the absorption speed and utilization efficiency of spiritual power, and
anyone can only use it once in a lifetime.

Lu Yuan's eyes widened slightly.

Emperor-level pill!

Improve the absorption speed and utilization efficiency of spiritual power, which is already
considered as an increase in cultivation talent.

No wonder these two guys are so happy.



Lu Yuan was a little disappointed in his heart. For others, this pill was very powerful, but for Lu
Yuan, it was actually not very useful.

After all, his spiritual energy absorption speed itself is already extremely fast.

Even if he uses this Heavenly Pill again, it is estimated that he will not be able to improve much.

Si Tingxue pursed her red lips, looked at the porcelain bottle, and said:

"Look at a few pills in it."

Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, and then came back to his senses. If there were few pills,
then he would have to see how to distribute them.

Lu Yuan opened the cap of the porcelain bottle, and a strong fragrance floated out.

Lu Yuan didn't feel much, but Si Tingxue and Rebecca beside them felt that their spiritual power

had increased a lot, and they were shocked.

Just smell it, it feels like this, what if after eating it?

A look of desire appeared in the eyes of both of them.

Lu Yuan poured out the pill and found that there were five pills in total.

The Heavenly Spirit Pill is white in its entire body, about the size of a fingernail, but it contains
white aura.

"There are five pills in total, great! All three of us can use them. I was worried that the pills were not
enough."

Rebecca smiled and said.

Si Tingxue's eyes flashed, and then she said:

"Rebecca, you found this pill. I want two pills, one for me, and one for my sister."

Rebecca was taken aback, then smiled and said:

"The three of us came here together. Of course, we found them together. You just take two. Oh, yes,
Ayuan, do you want to give Qinghe too? You should take two too. I'll do it anyway. Just one is
enough, after all, one person can only use one."

Si Tingxue shook her head and said:



"Even so, the price of Sky Spirit Pill is extremely high, I will compensate you with other things."

Rebecca was taken aback, and then shook her head again and again: "No need, Sister Yu has always
been good to me, this pill should be effective for her, of course I will not be stingy."

Lu Yuan looked at Rebecca, smiled and said:

"Then I will take two."

Rebecca nodded: "Yeah."

Lu Yuan put away the two Heavenly Spirit Pills, and there were three Heavenly Spirit Pills left.
Rebecca took one by herself, and then the remaining two were handed to Si Tingxue.

Si Tingxue nodded and took it.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "By the way, Rebecca, I have a set of Tier 3 King- level gene weapons
you can use. Do you need it?"

The value of the spirit pill is extremely high this day, and Lu Yuan really wanted to get one for Li
Qinghe, but if he let him take it away like this, he would not feel good about it.

After all, even if the three people found the spirit pill this day, they should be evenly divided. Lu
Yuan and Si Tingxue took two, and Rebecca took one.

The compensation that should be given is still to be given.

Lu Yuan even felt that he gave a little bit less.

The gene armament of the third-order king level is indeed quite good, but it also depends on what it
is compared with.

This kind of elixir of permanent promotion of talent is much more valuable than genetic weapons.

Lu Yuan could only give a little to the present, and then make other compensations later.

Upon hearing Lu Yuan's words, Si Tingxue and Rebecca were both taken aback, looking at Lu
Yuan with a little surprise.

Rebecca was surprised:

"A Tier 3 king-level weapon?! A Yuan, you still have such a good thing."

Lu Yuan smiled and took out a set of robes and a staff.



It happens to enhance the power of the fire element's combat skills.

In the El Mechanical Ruins, Lu Yuan has obtained a lot of Tier 3 King-level genetic weapons.

Rebecca looked at this set of genetic weapons, with a trace of desire flashing in her eyes.

It's not that they can't afford it. The White Demon War Emperor is also a War Emperor anyway,
and there are still a lot of spirit crystals, but the two concepts are affordable and suitable.

The Tier 3 King-level Armament itself is the limit of the Tier 3 Gene Armament, which is naturally
precious and rare. As long as it is put in the auction house, most of it will be robbed by people.

Rebecca gritted her teeth, then took the robe and staff, looked at the land edge, and laughed
generously:

"Then I'm welcome!"

"Um."

Si Tingxue also looked at the robe and staff a little enviously.

Seeing this, Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"I also have a staff here that enhances the power of the Frost Elemental combat skills..."

Before Lu Yuan spoke, Si Tingxue said, "I'll buy it!"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Are there credits? Use credits to buy?"

Si Tingxue's face became stiff, and her red lips moved: "...Isn't it possible to use Lingjing? I plan

to use the credits to buy an extraordinary gene."

It was rare for Lu Yuan to see Si Tingxue's pitiful appearance, and found it a bit interesting.

He thought about it, and now he has about 600,000 to 700,000 credits every month.

Now his credits are nearly three million, and it seems that he is not particularly short of credits for
the time being.

"Spirit crystals are fine too. Tier 3 king-level genetic weapons, 10 million Tier 3 spirit crystals."

Si Tingxue didn't even counter-offer, and nodded: "Wait to the place of origin before exchanging.
We won't have any accidents, we are dead here. After all, what we are going to do is dangerous."



Hearing this, Rebecca froze, and quickly returned the staff and robe that hadn't been warmed up in
her hand to Lu Yuan:

"A Yuan... Give it to me after I get out~www.mtlnovel.com~ Lu Yuan rolled his eyes, a little
speechless.

But both of them said so, and he didn't say much.

After the transaction was completed, the three continued to search for the pill, but unfortunately
they did not find any other pill.

After all, the emperor-level pill can only undergo a long period of baptism, and it still has value
until now.

I am afraid there is only one bottle of such a precious pill.

After finding the room, Si Tingxue and Rebecca couldn't wait to use the Sky Spirit Pill to improve
their talents.

Lu Yuan didn't feel anything special.

The three of them each found an empty room and used the Heavenly Spirit Pill.

Lu Yuan sat cross-legged in the room. After using the Heavenly Spirit Pill, he immediately felt his
body warm, his spiritual power became a little more active, and then disappeared.

For Lu Yuan, the effect is very small.

Lu Yuan had anticipated it a long time ago, but it was not surprising.

After he left the room, the other two hadn't come out yet.

After waiting for several hours, Si Tingxue and Rebecca walked out of the room one after another.

Rebecca smiled, even Si Tingxue smiled faintly.

Obviously, the Heavenly Spirit Pill is of great use to them.

"Okay, let's go find that Clara."

Lu Yuan smiled and said.

Si Tingxue and Rebecca nodded.

At this moment, Si Tingxue had a sudden stop and took out the communication crystal.



She glanced at the news coming from the communication crystal, her face became cold and coldness
spread all over her body.

Lu Yuan was a little puzzled: "What's the matter?"

Si Tingxue faintly said: "There are two kobold geniuses outside the Red Maple City gate, blatantly
saying that no one in Red Maple City can fight them."

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and smiled, "So just? Go back and have a look."

"Um!"
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